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This is the best book you can own on the strategies YOU need to use to get the insurance

companies to pay you ALL the money you are entitled to collect when you have a claim. Wouldn't

you agree that nothing else matters about
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This book is a must for every homeowner to know. 90% of the information in this book is related

toward real property as a home owner. I bought this book because I was in an auto accident and I

still learned a lot about just how corrupt the insurance industry really is.I employed some of these

terms in my car accidents and the claims adjuster lost control over my claim. However, they still

would not pay for replacement cost because their ACV figures are extremely biased due to having a

vested interest in the policy.This book reveals needed information if you ever have a claim against

any insurance company. Considering the cost of this book and it is written in language anyone can

understand, it is a valuable asset to have available.

I recently had a car damaged in a storm and read this book to help me know what my options were

in dealing with my insurance company. Don't think that just by paying your premiums on time they

are just going to hand you cash when their claim rep totals your car out. I had to fight for mine and

was only 80% satisfied at the outcome..Insurance seems like a scam to me because it's not cut and

dried, even though I had full coverage on my car, I don't think I was treated as fairly as I could have

been.While it wasn't pretty this book gave me options that the claim rep didn't and had I not read

this book I would have just taken whatthey offered. On any claim you need to check with you state



about what rules they have for insurers.I would recommend anyone dealing with an insurance claim

read this book.

Written in a very conversational way, this is a fast read, filled with basic information. While the

author seems like a nice enough chap, I was a little surprised that his editors didn't pick up on some

pretty sexist language and proud pro-gun opinions -- not expected or necessary in a book about

insurance claims in 2016. That said, take the polemic peices out and you've got a nice little book

that'll teach you quickly about insurance claims. If it weren't for the unnecessary stuff this would

have been a 5.

This book was recommended a year after my house fire. I inhaled it! Mr. Longcore's advice is

superb. My insurance company gave me only rudimentary information. Mr. Longcore filled in the

blanks. I followed all his advice, even called him a couple times. My insurance company expected

me to settle within the first few months. Boy, were they surprised when I kept sending inventories

and took the full two years to settle my claim. This book enabled me to settle for a much larger

amount.

It was a really good informative read but the relevance of information is called into question. Also I

feel many topics could have been substantiated further. For example the 3x specials rules from

what I know is from the 80's and no one goes by that anymore. Also his website is down so many of

the promised content that wasn't in the book and supposed to be on the site isn't accessible.

Very informative and eye opener.

Get out your highlighter! This was an exceptional book which guided me through the nightmare of a

commercial fire loss, saving me thousands of dollars. The information would also be a must-read for

personal loss as well. Do yourself a favor and buy this book before you suffer a loss.

I'm in the industry and I know what this books covers is good information.Everyone with a large

claim should know this stuff.
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